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Pokemon Go is a popular game that most people play still, but the game is dangerous to 

play. The document A titled “ ‘Pokemon Go’ Craze Raises Safety Issue” a journal written by 

Sarah E. Needleman, document D a website by ProCon.org titled, “Is Pokemon Go Good for Our 

Society?,” and document E an article by Psychology Today on July 12,2016 titled, “The 

Psychological Pros and Cons of Pokemon  Go, can the game craze actually help with depression 

and social anxiety? Are all useful sources that relate to the game being dangerous. Pokemon Go 

has caused many accidents over the past months. Pokemon Go isn’t a safe game to play because 

of the places where the game leads people to/ the Poke stop, the accidents that has happened to 

players, and the stress the game provides the players. 

The first reason why Pokemon Go isn’t a safe game to play because of the places where 

the game leads people to/ the Poke stop. Most of the places the game leads people isn’t a place 

where they should be. In the document A it says, “The game “could be leading people into areas 

where they don’t belong,” such as construction sites or shuttered storefronts, said Don Boyes, an 

associate professor of geography and planning at the University of Toronto.” The game leads 

people to dangerous places where they could get hurt. Pokemon Go is a game that helps people 

exercise but they exercise where they aren’t suppose to. Also found in document A it states, “The 

mapping technology in Pokemon Go” doesn’t warn players if a Poke stop is in an area that 

recently suffered storm damage or has a high crime rate for example.” The players that play 

Pokemon Go isn’t alert that the area they are in is a dangerous place to be or not. With the game 

not warning players that the area they are in is dangerous, the players could get hurt. 



Secondly, another reason why pokemon Go isn’t a safe game to play is because of the 

accidents that has happened to players. In the news there were many accidents that has happened 

to lots of players. According to document D it says, “News reporters say that users have tripped, 

fallen into a lake, crashed a car, and sustained other injuries while playing.” Some of the players 

of Pokemon Go has had accidents because they were playing the game. If the people who got 

hurt by playing the game wasn’t playing the game the game they wouldn’t have gotten hurt. In 

the news I saw that some people even died because they walked the street without looking and a 

car was driving by. Pokemon Go has had many players injured and killed by simply playing the 

game. Without the game lots of people wouldn’t get hurt or in a  serious position. 

Lastly, the final reason why Pokemon Go isn’t a safe game to play is because of the stress 

the game provides the players. POkemon Go has pros and cons, pro is that playing the game 

people need to walk a con is that the game gives players stress. Found in document E it states, 

“Some psychological con are that even when players are outside they are distracted by being on 

their phones, and players are continuously in a heightened “stressed” stats, making players less 

social or willing to take with others, which can increase the difficulty of separating reality and 

fantasy.” Pokemon Go makes some players not know the difference between the real world and 

the fantasy world. The game is made to look like the real world but it is not which messes with 

players brains and gives them stress. By not knowing the difference some people might think the 

players of the game are mental. The players that can’t tell the difference between the two worlds 

could make them very stressed and social anxiety. 

In conclusion Pokemon Go has some pros and cons, the game could help people to 

exercise and the game could also help people to get hurt. The game isn’t the safest game to play. 
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My score for this essay was a 4 and a 4. 


